In this paper we find an expression for g* as the limit of quotients associated with a sequence of matrices, and thence, by using the matrix approach to continued fractions ( [5] 12-13, [2] and [4] ), we derive the regular continued fraction expansions of e 2 l k and tan \jk (where k is a positive integer).
If the real number a has the regular continued fraction expansion Thus a may be expressed as a limit of quotients, namely p n \q n , associated with the sequence of matrices K " O | .
We now introduce some notation. If A = r? \ is a matrix, for definiteness over the field of complex numbers, we define PROOF. It suffices to prove the first conclusion of the lemma; the proof of the second is similar, and the final result follows immediately. We write
C 3 -' -C : :;)• -C 3-
If a or c is zero, the result is trivial, so we suppose that neither is zero.
Since
Hence \aq n -\-cs n \ 5: 1 for all large n, since aq n -\-cs n is a Gaussian integer and aq n -\-cs n = 0 implies q n s n divides ac, which is impossible for sufficiently large n. Thus \ac\ as n -> oo. Since />"/<?" and r B /s B both tend to a as n -> oo, it now follows that a n -*• a.
The next result is of fundamental importance. LEMMA and one of these products is of the required form.
Let B, A x , A 2 , • • • be non-singular matrices over the ring of Gaussian integers, with
We now obtain an expression for e x in the form K(A 1 A 2 A 3 THEOREM 1.
S \{*m+l) for all (complex) x.
PROOF. We first show that
and
The relations (3.3) follow immediately from the observation that the lefthand side of (3.2) is unchanged on interchanging rows and then columns of each of the matrices and replacing x by -x.
We now proceed by induction on n. The result is clearly true for « = 1, and we assume it true for some n ^ 1. To prove it true for n-\-l it suffices, in view of (3.3) , to show that
and it is easily verified that these relations hold.
To establish (3.1), then, we must prove that /"(#)/#"(-x) ->• e x as n -> oo. This follows from the results
M*)
.
We prove the first of these. Using the expression for f n (x), we have for all complex x so the first result stated follows from Tannery's theorem [1] . The second follows from the first and the relation (3.4) (if we divide by ( M + 1 ) ( « + 2 ) • • • (2ra+l) and let n -+ oo).
We now deduce some regular continued fractions from the relation (3.1). We collect them together in We may transform the product of three successive factors in this expression, given by v = 3w, 3«+l, 3«+2, into a form which is appropriate when k is an odd integer. We observe that
and apply these factorizations in this order to the three matrices specified, noting that Notice that these expansions for tan 1/k can be derived from Lambert's semiregular continued fraction expansion for tan \jk ( [5] , 148 -149 and [6] ).
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